OFFICE MEMORANDUM


The BSNL Board has revised the perks and allowances to all executives (absorbed, or directly recruited including un-absorbed officers who are working in BSNL on deputation/deemed deputation basis) subsequent to the revision of Pay Scales of the executives. Accordingly, the limit for reimbursement of expenditure on outdoor treatment is revised as under:

i) Limit of reimbursement of expenditure on outdoor treatment from one month's basic+DP+DA of unrevised basic pay to 25 days of revised pay + DA.

ii) Medical allowance from half month's basic+DP+DA of unrevised basic pay to 12 ½ days of revised basic Pay + DA.

The provisions under clause 2.1.0 and 2.1.1 of the above referred order may be suitably replaced and the limits revised accordingly for all the executives (absorbed, or directly recruited including un-absorbed officers who are working in BSNL on deputation/deemed deputation basis). The revised limits are effective from the financial year 2009-10.

(J.P. Meera)
Assistant General Manager (Admn.I)
Tel. No. 23037241 fax No. 23734260

To

1. All the CGMs, BSNL
2. PS to CMD, PPS/PS to all Directors/EDs of BSNL Board
3. All PGMs/GMs, CS & GM (Legal), BSNL Corporate Office
4. DG P&T Audit
5. All recognised Associations/ unions of BSNL.